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The following note deals with the Hadamard problem, which is to

determine all linear 2nd order differential operators for which Huy-

gens' principle is valid in the sense of "Hadamard's minor premise"

([l, p. 54.], see also [2, §l]). Examples of Huygens' operators are the

ordinary wave operators

n-l     Qi Qi

Dn  =   Z   —T-
ti dx2       dt2

in an odd number w —13^3 of space dimensions and those operators

equivalent2 to Dn- These are the so-called trivial operators, and the

famous "Hadamard conjecture"3 claims that all Huygens' operators

are trivial. Examples to the contrary show that this conjecture cannot

be completely true (see [2]-[7]); it is, however, valid for real Huy-

gens' operators with constant principal part in 4 independent vari-

ables. This result, which was first established by Matthisson [8],

plays a decisive role in our present considerations.

In this note we will show that there is a sense in which Hadamard's

conjecture is essentially correct for operators of the form

d2 "z1   d2
(1) Ln = An-i--— + cil),        An_i = £ —

dt2 i=i  dx\

with analytic cit). The connection between such Huygens' operators

and □„ is through the medium of certain nontrivial transformations

of one Huygens' operator into another. These are the ^-transforms

first defined in [2] which, for convenience, we briefly recall here.

Presented to the Society, September 3, 1965 under the title Huygens' principle and

Hadamard's conjecture; received by the editors February 28, 1967.

1 This research was supported by the National Science Foundation through Grant

GP-4493.
2 Two operators are equivalent if each can be transformed to the other through

(i) proper coordinate transformations, (ii) multiplication of the dependent variable

by a nonzero scalar function and (iii) multiplication of the operator by a nonzero

function. These three transformation groups, which preserve the Huygens' character

of an operator, are called trivial transformations. No operator of the form (1) can be

trivial unless c(t) =0 (see [5]).

3 This conjecture was in fact never asserted by Hadamard. (See Courant and

Hilbert [9, p. 438].)
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Let Ln be an operator of the form (1) with c(t) analytic and ^0 on

an interval 7, and let u(t) be a nonzero solution of

(2) 'u + c(t)n = 0        (• = d/dt)

on an interval I'EI- If we define the operators

l» = d/dt — p./ li, I* = — d/dt — p./a,

we may write for tEI', 7,„=A„_i+ /*/„. Therefore /„7,n = Z„^ where

7„=An_i-H„/* is called the /^-transform (on 7') of Ln. In [2], Theo-

rem 1, the following fundamental result was established.

Theorem 1. Let Ln be an analytic Huygens' operator of the/orm (1)

and Ln be the l^-trans/orm o/ Ln. Then Ln+2 is also a Huygens' operator.

Since for even w^4, □» is a Huygens' operator, one may invoke

this result to generate an infinite number of classes of nontrivial

Huygens' operators.

The operator LH will be called l-equivalent to D* if Ln can be mapped

to Qn by a finite number of /-transforms, that is, if for some nonnega-

tive integer q we have

(3) Wei '  "  ' l^Ln —  I—UWei ' ' ' lp?

where

(4) jX + c(t)fiq = 0,    (lukhk)v-k-x = 0, k = q, q — 1, ■ ■ ■ , 1.

Our principal result may now be stated as

Theorem 2. Every Huygens' operator Ln o/ the/orm (1) with analytic

c(t) is l-equivalent to Qn.

A partial converse of Theorem 2 follows as a corollary of Theorem

1, namely, if Ln is ^-equivalent to □„ through (3) and (4), then Ln

must be a Huygens' operator for even n^2(q+3). In fact the relation

l„Ln = LJp implies /i/„7n —Lnlx/„ where 1/p satisfies (lj*)l/p = 0. Now

set Ln=L„+1 and denote by Ll"1 the Z^j-transform of L„~t+1,

k = 0, 1, • • • , q. Then \3n=L„ and Lq„~t+1 is the Zx8_t-transform of

LH~k where \q-k = l/pq-k- We therefore have l\S3n =LH\I1 and more

generally

k+X

(5) kk ■ ■ • 40Dn = Ln     h0 ■ ■ ■ hk,        k = 0, • • • , q.

Setting k =q in (5), it then follows from Theorem 1 that Ln must be a

Huygens' operator for even n^4:+2(q + l) =2(q+3).

If Ln is a Huygens' operator and Z„ its /^-transform, it is not gen-
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erally true that L„ is a Huygens' operator. However, one can establish

the following result, upon which is based the proof of the theorem.

Lemma 1. Let Ln, n>6, be a Huygens' operator of the form (1) with

analytic c(t). There exists pit) 7^0 satisfying (2) such that

(A) if Ln is the l^-transform of Ln, then Z„_2 is a Huygens' operator.

Moreover, pit) is uniquely determined by condition (A) up to a con-

stant factor.

The proof of this lemma rests heavily on the Hadamard theory of

elementary solution [l]. For the relevant facts of the theory we refer

to [2,§ 2]. In particular we make use of the fact that if our operator

Ln is Huygens', the same is true for Ln+im, m = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Since the

/^-transforms do not depend on n, it follows that if Lemma 1 (or

Theorem 2) holds for a certain value of ra, it holds also for ra + 2,

ra+4, • • • . We may therefore assume in our proofs, and we do so,

that n is such that L„_2 is not a Huygens' operator.

Proof of Theorem 2. Assuming for the moment the validity of the

lemma, let Ln be a given Huygens' operator with analytic cit). If

w = 4, then we know from [8] that Ln = U\n. For ra = 6, 8, • • • , set

q= (ra —6)/2. According to the lemma, there is a function utit) satis-

fying (2) such that L„, the Z„ -transform of Ln, has the property that

7.„_2 is a Huygens' operator. Explicitly we have

q *
-L-n  =   An—1    I    lutfiiq.

If ra —2 =4, the proof is finished. Otherwise applying the lemma next

to L„, we obtain a function pq-i(t) satisfying (lliql*)p,q_i = 0 such that

the /„   j-transform of L„,

9—1 *
Ln       =   An—1   +   lM-ilnq-\

is still a Huygens' operator if A„_i is replaced by A„_6. Composing

these two /-transforms gives the identity

9 fl—1
lllq—llpq-L'n   =    lnq—xLntpq   =    L,n      l^q—^^q.

Continuing in this fashion, we obtain a sequence of operators ln,

k=q, q — 1, • • ■ ,0, defined by

Mar + cifiuq = 0,    ihhduk-i = 0,        k = q, q — 1, ■ ■ ■ ,1,

such that
o

Wei ' ' ' IfqLn = L„llloll,l • • ■ lM
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and such that 7,° is a Huygens' operator. Again from [8] we conclude

that L° = \3i and thus L„ = □„, proving the theorem.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let Ln, w^ 6 be a fixed Huygens' operator with

c(t) analytic on the interval 7. In this case, the elementary solution

(in the sense of Hadamard) of Lnu = 0 relative to a point t£7,

££(Rn-\ is of the form

r-(H-i) £ B,(n)U,(t, r)r> + R,        p = "——,
v=o 2

where r = ^JTi1 (xt — £,)2 — (t—t)2, R is some regular function and

fio = 1, fiy(n) = axa2 ■ ■ ■ a„

av = l/l(p - v + 1), v^ p+1, ap+1 = \.

The regular functions U,(t, t) are uniquely determined throughout 7

and depend only on the form of c(t) and not on n. In particular,

Up(t, t) is a solution of Ln u = 0 and hence satisfies (2) identically in

(t, r)£7X7. We assume Up(t, r)^0, which is equivalent to the as-

sumption that Ln-i is not a Huygens' operator.

The construction of the solution p(t) is via the coefficient Up(t, t).

In fact, since Up satisfies (2) the /^-transform, say £„, of Ln is de-

fined. Part (A) of Lemma 1 is established by proving first of all that

Up(t, t) has the form4 Up(t, t) = (const) ap(t)ap(r) (so that Ln does

not depend on t). We then verify that Z„_2 defined in this way (or

equivalently, via the solution ap(t)) is indeed a Huygens' operator.

The verification of the formula above for Up(t, r) constitutes the main

part of the proof.

As the U,(t, t) are independent of n, they may be used to form the

elementary solution of Lmu = 0 for any integer m^2. In particular,

for m = 2 the elementary solution is W log T + R where

W(t,r,r) = Y,fi,U,(t,T)(r2- T2Y,

(6)
fiv= 0,(2), r = r2 - T2 = (xx - ZxY ~(t~ r)2.

Hadamard has shown [l, pp. 71, 72] that W is identical with the

regular Riemann function of Li. Thus W is a regular solution of

L2u = 0.

4 The fact that L„ is formally selfadjoint implies the symmetry relation U,(t, t)

= Ur(r, t). Since moreover Up satisfies (2), it must have the form Uv{t, T) = tii^(()/iW

-\-k\i{n(t)\{T)-\-ix{T)\{t))-\-k2zh{t)\(T) where (p, X) is any linearly independent pair of

solutions of (2) and (fey) is a symmetric 2X2 matrix of constants. The statement

Uv(t, T) = kap{t)ap(j) is equivalent to rank (fe,-,) = l.
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We now define for real values of p the function

viT)  rT 1
(7) uit, r, a) - -^—        Wit, t, r)e-2**r dr,       c = ——

2     J —T 2-wip

where J?(P) is equal to 1 or zero depending on whether P^O or <0.

Then u is the fundamental solution for the ordinary differential

operator
L = d2/dt2 + (c(/) - I/O

that is, 4 satisfies

(a) d4/dt and d24/dt2 are continuous with respect to t in 7 except

at t=T, where id+/dt—d-/dt)4=l,

(b) L4 = 0 in 7 except at t = r,

(c) 4 = 0 for t<r.

The conditions (a), (b) and (c) imply the uniqueness of the funda-

mental solution. Replacing W in (7) through (6) gives

uit,r,o-) = hiT) zZ P.U,it, t) f   ir2 - T2)'e-2'^dr.
v=0 J —T

The integral can be expressed as

f   (r2 - T2Ye~2^dr = (-l)'2>wi   '"'      J+u&wpT)
J -T (Kp)"+lli

= 2*Im(eTI°±Alf-ko-'+k)
\ k=0 I

where Im(z) = imaginary part of z, Jv+m is the Bessel function of

first kind of order v + 1/2 and

,    i-iy+*v\iv + k)i _*
Ak = ——-—-2    ,        k = 0,l,- ■■ ,v.

iv - k)!
Thus

Hit, t, a) = o-viT) zZ 0M,it, t) Im (eT" £ All^o***)

(8) '=° V       M '
/        2v \

= <n,iT)ImleT>'T,fi>it,T)<r')

with

Guit, r) = E P,+kA?-kUv+kit, t)TU,        v = 0,...,P,
h=0

v

CiV+iit, r)=rX f3v+k+iAltk+1Ur+k+iit, r)f'\ v = 0, • •• ,p- 1.
4=0
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In particular, since U, = 0 iorv>p,

U2p(t, r) = fipAPpUp(t, r) f£ 0.

We next show that U2p(t, r)=ap(t)ap(r) where ap(t) is some

solution of (2). In view of (8), Lu = 0 admits a solution in 7 of the form

u(t, a)=etl'^/^0bv(t)a' where the b, are real and br(i)^0. We shall

call the integer r the degree of u(t, a). Let

<i

(9) um(t, <t) = e"' X a»(t)<r" = e'/°Pm(t, a-)
v=0

be the minimal solution of Lu=0, that is, the solution of least degree.

The coefficients av(t) of Pm satisfy

do = 0,    a, = — §(#„_i + c(t)av-x),        v ^ 1.

It is easy to verify that every solution in 7 of the form et,°'£fv=0 bv(t)a"

is a multiple of um by a polynomial in a with constant coefficients.

With the normalization ao— L the minimal solution is clearly unique.

We note that the coefficient aq(f) in um satisfies d„+c(t)aq = 0.

The fundamental solution it of Lu = 0 may be expressed in terms of

wmas

n um(t,a)um(T,<r) - um(t,o-)um(T,a)
d(t, t, <t) = n(T) -—-

V?(um, «,)

= 2n(T) Im[eTl'Pm(t, o-)Pm(r, a)]/V?(um, um)

where um = complex conjugate of um and the Wronskian

dum dUm
*W(«m, Um) = um(t, a) — (t, a) — Um(t, a) —— (t, o-)

dt dt
(11)

2 T    _        <r /_   dPm dPm\-\
= —\ PmPm + —[Pm—-Pm—^)

<tI 2\dt dt /J

is independent of t. The expression in brackets in (11) is both real and

a polynomial in a, and therefore

2    q
(12) W(um, um) = — £ ki*r2>

o~  ,=o

with Jfeo = l, &2» = const, J» = l, • • • , q. On account of the uniqueness

of u it follows from (8), (10) and (12) that

2p /      9

£ #,(*, rV = Pm(/, <r)Pm(r, <r) /   £ ****'.
F—0 ' ItoO
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Since um is the minimal solution of Lu=0, neither Pm nor Pn can

admit a polynomial divisor with constant coefficients and so we must

have

q = p,    kiv = 0,       v = 1, 2, • • • , p,

(13) ^ v
Ctpit, t) = aPit)aPiT) = 0pApU„it, t) ^ 0.

The formula (13) establishes the representation of the coefficient

Up which was mentioned at the beginning of the proof. Moreover, we

have proved the following:

Lemma 2. Let Ln = \Jin+c(t) be a Huygens' operator with analytic

cit). Then the equation Lu = u + icit) — l/a2)u = 0 admits a solution of

the form

p ra — 4
uit,a) = e*l' X, <hit)a", p = —— •

v=o 2

If, moreover, 7,„_2 is not a Huygens' operator, then uit, a) is the minimal

solution of Lu = 0.

To complete the proof of (A) of Lemma 1, set uit) =aPit) and let

Ln he the /^-transform of Ln. We will show that Z„_2 is a Huygens'

operator.

Let m denote the smallest number of independent variables in

which Lm is a Huygens' operator. As An_2 is not a Huygens' operator

but is the /i/M-transform of Zn_2, from Theorem 1 follows that m

^w —2. To prove m=n — 2 it suffices, by Lemma 2, to show that

Lu= —il,J,*+\/o-2)u = 0 admits a solution of degree p — 1.

But from ^7,„ = Lnl^ we evidently have

and therefore Z(/M umit)) =0. Explicitly

1 p+1 / a \
(14) IpUmit) = — etla £ («» + av-i — a,-i —)<rr-

c ,.=,0 \ ap/

The coefficient of op+1 in (14) is dp — aPidp/ap)=0. We have to show

that the coefficient of ap also vanishes identically, i.e.

(15) ap + ip-i — ap-iiap/ap) = 0.

But (15) is a special case of a general recursion formula satisfied by

the coefficients a, in um. In fact, by substituting the right-hand side of
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(9) into the right member of (11) and then using (12) and (13) we

obtain

v— 1 iv— 1

(16)   2a2v = 2 2 (— 1)     aka2v-k + "£, (—1)     aka2,-k-i + (—1)    ar
k=\ A=0

valid for v = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , where a„ = 0 for v>p. Setting v—p in (16)

gives immediately the identity (15). Thus al^Um is a solution of Lu = 0

having degree p — 1.

To prove the uniqueness part of Lemma 1, let p(t) and \(t) be two

nontrivial solutions of (2) for which condition (A) is satisfied, that is,

if Ln and L„ are the l„- and h-transforms of L„, respectively, then both

Zn_2 and 7„_2 are Huygens' operators. Since 7„_2 is the /1/,,-transform

of Z„_2, the coefficient Up(t, r) in the elementary solution of Lnu = 0

is given in terms of p, by Up(t, t) =%p(t)n(r), & = const., as was shown

in [2, §3]. Also, Ln-2 is the /i/x-transform of 7„_2 so that Up(t, t)

— k\(t)\(T). It follows from the uniqueness of Up that kn(t)p(r)

= &A(/)X(r), and since Up^0 neither % nor k can vanish. Therefore

p(f) = (const)X(i) and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
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